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Considerations when choosing Data Studio
● Cost

○ Free to create reports, free to share reports 

● Longevity
○ 🤷

● Data Privacy
○ Not approved for “Sensitive Data” at Umich
○ Permissions for viewing: no “library only”

● Accessibility
○ No headings, can’t accurately tab through report, no alt text







Data Formatting: Rows instead of tables
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In Studio a ‘data source’ is like a map to a data file or database. It says this is 
where the data is, and this is how it’s structured.

A report can have more than one data source. 
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Metrics = continuous variables; numbers that represent how 
many of, how much of
Dimensions = discrete variables; characteristics, kinds, details

You can make a metric by counting a dimension or a 
dimension by treating numbers as labels if that makes 

sense for your data

This is a dimension, because it represents day of the 
week, and not a how much or how many



This is what kind of data the data 
source map says each column is





Edits this Data source - it changes the map to the 
spreadsheet for every chart using this map

🅧 Removes this data source (map) from this chart, and 
lets you make a new one

Dimension will be the X axis on most charts

Breakdown Dimension controls multiple lines or bars 
for comparison

Metric is the Y axis on most charts, the how many or 
how much you want to show

Sort controls the order of the X axis

Click here to change the chart type
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Don’t break your Data Source mappings!

To make a graph from more than one data source in a report, remove it from the graph, and 
make a new one, don’t edit it!



Edits this Data source - it changes the map to the 
spreadsheet for every chart using this map

🅧 Removes this data source (map) from this chart, and 
lets you make a new one

Dimension will be the X axis on most charts

Breakdown Dimension controls multiple lines or bars 
for comparison

Metric is the Y axis on most charts, the how many or 
how much you want to show

Sort controls the order of the X axis

Click here to change the chart type



Considerations when creating a report:

● Size it for the screens people will use
● Include instructions for use
● Issues if logged into Chrome with a different account
● Duplicate the report in another medium

○ for accessibility
○ incase Google sunsets Data Studio
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